NMCO Discussion Forum Policy
1. By accessing and using the NMCO Discussion Forum you will automatically be taken to
have read, understood and accepted this Discussion Forum Policy. If you do not agree to
be bound by this Discussion Forum Policy or you fail to observe any of the provisions of
this Discussion Forum Policy, we reserve the right, at our sole discretion and without
notice, to remove or edit any messages we deem inappropriate or disruptive to the New
Mexico chess community or contain clearly incorrect information. We reserve the right to
prohibit users who in any way violate acceptable Forum behavior from participating in
our discussions.
2. We require all posts to be constructive, on topic and polite about any subject of interest to
the New Mexico chess community. Our aim is to keep the Forum interesting and
educational. The title should reflect the content of the post.
3. Posts must be made by a person, do not use nicknames, emails, or a URL. We don’t allow
impersonation of others or other behavior that is misleading or intended to be misleading,
such as users misrepresenting their affiliation with a person or organization.
4. All posts in NMCO Discussion Forum must be written in English as we don’t have the
resources to distinguish or evaluate inappropriate written material in other languages.
5. The NMCO Discussion Forum is a family Forum and we want everyone to have a
positive experience while participating in our Forum. Use respectful language. Our
community will flourish only when our Members feel welcome and safe. Accordingly, do
not post anything that is unlawful, libelous, defamatory, obscene, harassing, threatening,
abusive, inflammatory, or otherwise disrespectful, objectionable or injurious to others.
We welcome your opinions, but personal attacks and harassment using our Forum are not
acceptable. Posters are expected to exercise good judgment when posting or responding
about controversial or sensitive issues. We do not censor opinions or ideas but we do take
action against posts and/or topics that could cause unrest in the NM chess community
beyond a civil and polite disagreement.
6. The NMCO Discussion Forum can only be used in a noncommercial manner. Do not post
any messages advertising products or services for profit or gain, with one exception.
Chess tournament or activity announcements or announcements that provide useful
professional chess related information to Forum users but may also have some incidental
commercial benefit to the poster are acceptable.
7. NMCO regrets that it cannot honor requests to remove posts unless the request is from
the original poster or NMCO agrees that a post violates the Discussion Forum Policy.
8. Users of the NMCO Discussion Forum are solely responsible for all Content of their
postings. NMCO does not endorse any opinions or ideas expressed by any Forum users in
any Messages and users should recognize that a Forum posting does not represent the
opinions, plans, or intentions of the NMCO Board, either individually or collectively.

